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Matthew Picton's "London 1940-Clerkenwell" (2012)

Ambitious artists in every discipline face the difficulty of working something of the world into what they 
make. Some years ago, London-born Oregonian Matthew Picton resorted to maps as a solution.

His new work at Toomey Tourell continues to expand on the idea of a map as a footprint of history, not 
merely of a locale.

In recent years, as in the work on view, Picton has taken to rendering whole blocks or sections of city in 
aerial view. In "London 1940 - Clerkenwell" (2013) and other pieces here, he has formed upright paper 
shapes into equivalents of city blocks or standing structures.

In this piece, Picton has characteristically singed the paper cityscape, as a reminiscence of damage done 
to London during Hitler's yearlong blitzkrieg bombing campaign. A bomb census kept during the war 
recorded every air raid's effects.



He also pointedly chose not just any paper, but pages from Graham Greene's 1943 novel "The Ministry of 
Fear." Overlaying spy intrigue on his murderous main character's psychiatric history, Greene gave 
expression to his view of the modern age's peculiar corrosions of conscience. The scorched perforations 
of Picton's paper architecture allude to that theme also.

Additional pieces in the show map other cities at historic or literary moments of calamity, cannibalizing 
pertinent fictional or musical works for material: Amsterdam as the setting of Albert Camus' "The Fall," 
Moscow after the great fire that thwarted Napoleon's invasion, using the score of Tchaikovsky's 1812 
Overture, and so on.

Picton reminds us, as too few of his contemporaries do, that we can look to the arts to find sorrowful 
events transfigured into forms we can enjoy without amnesia or moral numbness.

Wozniak weather: Berkeley native Karla Wozniak moved from Brooklyn to Tennessee a couple of years 
ago and - to judge by the paintings at Gregory Lind - the relocation had a liberating effect.

The show's title - "This Weather Is Cosmic" - perfectly suits the vision put forward in it.

The skies in these landscapes serenade and shriek with lurid color, overwriting the painter's delight at 
recollected sunsets with anxiety at the accelerating drift of global climate change.

Wozniak (no relation to Steve) still takes inspiration from memories of roadside views, but anecdotal 
details, signage and bits of architecture that used to snag the eye in her pictures have begun to dwindle. 
None appears in the wonderful "Blue Mountain" (2013).

Read the title and, sure enough, a blue mountain suddenly meets the eye, its profile created by a 
translucent layer of bright orange, draped from the panel's top edge that also, paradoxically, describes the 
evening sky behind the mountain.

Streaming verticals layered in between suggest tall tree trunks, though only forking brushstrokes in 
greens at the left evoke vegetation. In the foreground - the word almost makes no sense in such a 
rambunctious composition - arcs and meanders hint at a road or a river or both.

Its bold color - which brings Howard Hodgkin to mind - can evoke the tinted shadows of day's end, but the 
picture generates an inner light all its own.

Trying to describe what goes on in "Blue Mountain" and other Wozniaks, such as "Kudzu (Chapman 
Highway)" (2013), you get into the sort of verbal snarl that anyone experiences trying to share the 
astonishment of a dream. This suggests to me that Wozniak has somehow opened a channel to her 
work's unconscious sources, an enviable stroke of freedom for any painter.

Matthew Picton: Fictional Perspectives: Paper sculpture. Through July 15. Toomey Tourell Fine Art, 49 
Geary St., S.F. (415) 989-6444, www.toomey-tourell.com.



Matthew Picton @ Toomey Tourell
Posted on 26 June 2013. 

If you’ve ever used Google Earth to 
zoom from a bird’s eye view of the 
planet down to a close-up look at 
rooftops, streets, backyards and 
rivers, Matthew Picton’s wall-
mounted sculptures of urban 
environments will seem instantly 
familiar.  They reconstruct in paper 
and vellum the kinds of aerial views 
long used by urban planners.  Unlike 
street maps, which show how things 
connect in a single dimension, 
Picton’s representations are at once 
cartographic, topographical and 
cultural.  Incorporating period-
specific texts and musical scores, 
sometimes from different eras in a 
single work, they present multi-
layered views of urban history at 
cataclysmic junctures: wars, political 
upheavals and natural disasters.  
They represent the urban experience 
as a physical place and a state of 
mind whose contours, physical and 

mental, shift according to circumstance.  
He calls the works on view Fictional Perspectives.  Yet each is packed with historical facts.  That, by itself, 
represents a departure from most contemporary map-based art, which replaces the consensus “reality” of 
conventional maps with artists’ visions of how things should look.  Picton has no such agenda; his maps 
are visual records of his research. The findings lean toward the apocalyptic. 
 
Saint Petersburg, which the artist presents as a white washed labyrinth of interlocking boxes cleaved by a 
turquoise Neva River, is an excellent example of his craft and conceptual thinking.  The first is plain to 
see.  It consists of ribbons of vellum, arrayed into a twisting, irregular grid of open-air boxes of varying 
geometric shapes.  The second aspect, evident in the micro view, is a literary exercise, incorporating 
snippets from Pushkin’s Bronze Horseman, Anna Akhmatova’s Poem Without a Hero and Joseph 
Brodsky’s Guide to a Renamed City.  Also interwoven into the piece are bits of Shostakovich’s score for 
Symphony No. 7.  Each represents a particular period in the city’s fraught history, which Picton, in a wall 
text, explains is “always a contradiction, at once both elegantly and stunningly beautiful, dark and terrible, 
rich and squalid; rationally conceived, yet the focus of irrational forces and events, subject to countless 
floods, fires, revolutions and wars.  Not to mention pestilences and plagues.” 



Given the physical complexity of this work (and others like it) I doubt that without the accompanying 
wall text, that viewers would easily recognize or connect Shostakovich’s score to Germany’s 900-day 
siege of Leningrad (as it was known during WWII) or link Akhamatova’s prophetic lines to Stalin’s reign 
of terror in the 1950s or realize that Pushkin’s poem embodies the city’s creation myth.  My point is that 
wall texts are often a crutch for work that is materially lacking.  Not here.  Picton, in the act of 
transcribing this material, has thoroughly absorbed it into his own psyche and reflected it back into the 
works in ways that are tangible.
 
His London quartet, which depicts bomb damage sustained in 1940 by Southwark, Bloomsbury, 
Clerkenwell and Waterloo, is a fine example.  Working from color-coded maps which show, building by 
building, the precise the extent of the destruction, Picton re-creates it by meticulously burning portions 
of his own creations without incinerating them.  Literary guides are employed here, too.  They are, 
respectively, Rosie Alison (The Very thought of You), Elizabeth Bowen (The Heat of The Day), Graham 
Greene (The Ministry of Fear) and Christopher Fowler (Full Dark House). 

Fire also figures prominently in Picton’s depiction of Moscow in 1812, set ablaze by Napoleon’s army.  
In it, a quote from War and Peace (“The comet which was said to portend all manner of horrors and the 
end of the world”) appears prominently at the bottom, winding in red letters around the contours of a 
wide boulevard.
Picton, who was born in the U.K. and educated at the London School of Economics, seems to have a 
keener appreciation of European history than he does of more recent American events.  Dallas, for 
example, is presented as a maze punctuated by a zig-zagging line of color photos of the Kennedy 
motorcade; they’re arranged as miniature street-level billboards.  Lower Manhattan, seen through the 
prism of 9/11, is comprised of tabloid headlines about terrorism. Granted, these are pivotal events in 
American history.  Dallas may forever be defined by what happened on November 22, 1963, but New 
York by the attack on the World Trade Center?   I don’t think so.  The city’s literary past, its role in the 
American Revolution and its 20th-century status as a locus of literature, art, industry, pop culture, 
protest, fashion, finance and immigrant aspiration will overshadow 9/11 for a long time to come.  All are 
rich lodes that could be profitably mined by someone like Picton.  
 
Here’s hoping he digs beneath the headlines the next time he takes on stateside subjects.  Meantime, 
his contributions to our appreciation of urban history and its links to literature and music remain 
impressive.   
–DAVID M. ROTH
 
Matthew Picton: “Fictional Perspectives” through July 15, 2013 @ Toomey Tourell. 
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